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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter consists of two parts. Those are conclusion and discussion. The 

conclusion contains the summary of the research findings and discussion. And the 

suggestion contains some suggestions for the other researcher and readers. 

A. CONCLUSSION  

After analyzing the data which is taken from novel The Perks of being 

a Wallflower in the previous chapter, where the data analyzed based on the 

theory of derivational morpheme.  

Based on the findings and discussion the researcher found the answered 

of the problem in this research. The research problems are what derivational 

morphemes are found in the novel The Perks of being a Wallflower and also 

what affixes of derivational morphemes are found in the novel The Perks of 

being a Wallflower. So that the researcher can take conclusion from this 

research.  

This research found 237 words of derivational morpheme in the novel 

The Perks of being a Wallflower, and the researcher puts all of the word in 

the table, in order to make the list of derivational morphemes easier to find 

based on each page consecutively. And this research also found the 

derivational affixes on found words, there are 5 prefixes and 17 suffixes of 

derivational morpheme are found. The prefixes are Un-, Dis-, Re-, En-, Im. 

There are 12 words are contained of derivational prefixes, as follow: there 

are 4 words contained of prefixes “un”, 3 words contained of prefixes “dis-

”, 2 words contained of prefixes “re-”, only one word contained of prefixes
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 “en-”, and 2 words contained of prefixes “im-”.  While the suffixes are -

hood, -ship, -ity, -ment, -less, -ful, -ic, -al, -er/ -or, -ly, -ate, -ance, -ing, -

ion, -able, -ive, -ent. There are 225 words are contained of derivational 

suffixes, as follow: there is only 1 word contained of suffixes “-hood”, 4 

words contained of suffixes “-ship”, 3 words contained of suffixes “-ity”, 8 

words contained of suffixes “-ment”, 2 words contained of suffixes “-less”, 

10 words contained of suffixes “-ful”, 3 words contained of suffixes “-ic”, 

8 words contained of suffixes “-al”, 14 words contained of suffixes “-er”, 

31 words contained of suffixes “-ly”, 1 word contained of suffixes “-ate”, 1 

word contained of suffixes “-ance”, 115 words contained of suffixes “-ing”, 

20 words contained of suffixes “-ion”, 2 words contained of suffixes “-

able”, 1 word contained of suffixes “-ive”, 1 word contained of suffixes “-

ent”. But one prefix “in-” and seven suffixes “-ness, -ize, -ish, -ism, -en, -

ous, -fy” that are not found. 

From the findings the researcher can conclude that it is related to the 

genre of this novel, romance genre. Those are some words that direct to this 

genre as like meeting, careful, feeling, relationship, friendship, interesting, 

admirable, kissing etc. and it is also related to the student live, such as 

graduation, learning, scholarship, teacher, championship, etc.  

B. SUGGESTION 

Based on the conclusion, the researcher wants to give some suggestions to 

the reader: 
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1. For the students, this research can be a new motivation for them to 

be more interesting in learning English subject, exactly in analyzing 

words. 

2.  For the next researchers, this research can be an inspiration to 

conduct a study about analyzing morphemes and it can be secondary 

data to the other researcher who interests to conduct study about 

analyzing derivational morpheme in written source. 


